Dear Biketrial friends,
Below are the mails from some people and my comments.
Dear President, Presidium, and all biketrial friends,
Positive discussions I think, considering many things. We
hope one by one will be solved well, I'll follow the progress.
Lukas asked about Weng An round and Hiro said it's the only
decided. So, is it fine now to tell it to the riders here?
Sincerely yours,
Yosnison Maretsa
INDONESIA
HIRO’S COMMENT:
You can tell what is going on about WBC calendar for the
next year to your committee. But not riders yet. Because
people might put the news on their HP. To avoid
confusion when we have to change it later, please wait till
at least we make the official provisional calendar. Thank!
Dear Hiro,
if you could tell me your vote, you could send information to
China as a decision of BIU Presidium. Your vote is missing.
Then we can talk about China as a decision of Presidium, not
only one man. The schedule is delayed because people are
not answering for important questions.
It was very simple question. YES or NO.
Do you agree that WBC 2013 Round 3 will be held in Weng
An, China on August 24-25th 2013?
Let's make a vote please. It is formal act. Then we can move
to the question of Igualada. I think we can finish complete
calendar in one week if Presidium members answer about
vote. Could you also show us the "agreement" you want to
sign with China? Im not sure if BIU agreement as you used it
before is legally correct. Im affraid it could cause serious legal
problems in the future.
Thank you!
Lukas
HIRO’S COMMENT:
The agreement with China is the last moment to finish.
Jason will have the meeting with Weng An city a week
later. Now he is waiting for the original document on the
way by express mail. Delay of finishing agreement may
cause to be a big problem for 2013 WBC in China.

The agreement has been used for many WBC events
without problem. Why it will be serious problems? If it
should be checked by the presidium, it should be done
much before when we had enough time. Now better not
change anything at the last moment. It is better to check
and modify for 2014 if it really necessary.
In Sonico, I explained the process and work for the
calendar matter and what we have decided is extending
the deadline only for one and half month (till 31/October).
Nothing else. No body told about checking the agreement
by the presidium. However It could be checked before
instead of left it till today. Up to now there is no any
words for the date schedule of China round from
Presidium and delegates. Why the vote is necessary
now?
If you strongly propose to do it, firstly you can make the
vote to do vote or not vote please. In case the presidium
needs the vote and if it takes the time, I cannot take the
responsibility for this matter any more. I will ask you to
forward it together with the presidium except me. You can
decide it now.
Dear Jason,
I sent out the documents by post.
The No. is EF 498605101 JP
Sincerely yours,
Hiro
Dear Hiro
Thanks a lot. I will check the post. I will inform you as soon as
I received.
Best Regards
Jason
Dear Presidium members,
on 13th November I asked you to vote about question of WBC
2013 in China. The question was: "Do you agree that WBC
2013 Round 3 will be held in Weng An, China on August 2425th 2013?"
I received the following answers from BIU Presidium
members: Hiroshi Hirano: no answer Giuliano Gualeni: YES
Lukas Burianek: YES Jean Fabregas: YES Scott Wilson: YES
I am pleased to announce the decision of BIU Presidium:
"WBC 2013 Round 3 will be held in Weng An, China on
August 24-25th 2013."

BIU will issue an agreement with Chinese organizer in next 7
days.
Sincerely yours,
Lukas Burianek
BIU Organizational director

Sincerely yours,
Hiro

Dear Biketrial friends,
Below are the mails from some people and my comments.
Dear Yosnison,
our web site www.biketrialinternational.com is already “under
construction”. In the last days I am on work to finish “BTA” our
“BikeTrial Administrator Software” that run in back site. BTA is
very important thing and for this reason the front end of web
site is not already finished. I will be busy with BTA for some
days. Today one new user from Indonesia is registered. I am
very happy for this.
I ask you if you know this name: Juli Fajar Susanto, “local
organizer”.
Best regards,
Giuliano Gualeni
Dera Jason,
I sent out the documents by post.
The No. is EF 498605101 JP
Sincerely yours,
Hiro
Dear Hiro
Thanks for the news. The track of the EMS show it left
Nagoya to Shanghai already. I think it will arrive in Shanghai
tomorrow, and recieved the day after tomorrow. Now I started

for preperation for WBC, after the meeting with Weng An
governmet, I will send the event details. Thanks.
Best Regards
Jason
Dear Hiro
I have just revieved the Agreement of the 22nd BIU 2013
World Biketrial Championship China Weng An Round. I will
bring the documents to have meeting with Weng An
government. Thanks.
Best Regards
Jason
Dear Jason,
It is good. I hope your success! I will promise to do my very
best to support the event for you, for the city and for our sport.
Sincerely yours,
Hiro
Dear Hiro
I have just book the ticket to Weng An on 21th. I will talk about
all event details with the government, and do my best to make
the event best. If you could finish the Bamboo section, I will
show the section design to the chief officer. I will bring Note
Book so could keep contact. Thanks a lot for your great
support.
Best Regards
Jason
Dear BIU Presidium members,
we have many serious things to talk about recetly. This email
is only about the questions about WBC 2013 Round 1 in
Igualada. I summarized the questions in my email of 10th
November. I received no other questions about it. I send the
current situation description in attachment.
I will try to make it simple. Please vote about next 3 questions.
This is only the first step! I will wait for your answers and then
we will see what will be the next step. Thank you very much
for collaboration! These questions are already explained in
attachment. Please answer the questions only YES or NO.
Question no.1: Do you agree that WBC 2013 Round 1
Igualada organizer will organize the event in only 1 day format
(only Saturday 20.7.2013)?
Question no.2: Do you agree that WBC 2013 Round 1

Igualada organizer will make the event on manmade sections
only?
Question no.3: Do you agree that WBC 2013 Round 1 will be
organized in Igualada on the weekend 19-21st July 2013?
Thank you very much for collaboration again!
yours
Lukas
HIRO’S COMMENT:
Question 1: No.
Question 2: the manmade sections with natural element in
the minimum 80% is okay.
Question 3: 26-27/July/2013 is the best. Or if Czech can be
held on 27-28/July/2013, it is okay.
Dear Presidium Members,
after recently discussion about Igualada, after I heard many
Riders I vote about Igualada question: Question no. 1: YES,
Giuliano (PLEASE CONTACT ORGANIZER ABOUT THIS
POINT: IN LAST EMAIL THEY WRITE "1 DAY OPEN
CEREMONY + 1 DAY COMPETITION"). I THINK THIS
SOLUTION IS BETTER.
Question no. 2: YES, Giuliano.
Question no. 3: YES, Giuliano.
Best regards,
Giuliano Gualeni
Dear Presidium Member,
WBC 2013 agreement must be sent from our Legal site and
payment of fee must be sent to BIU bank count. Our
Treasures Mr. Lubomir Janoska can send to all Delegate
organizer the Bank number for payment. This is a very
unpleasant situation.
Best regards,
Giuliano Gualeni
Dear Hiro,
sorry for late reply. I was not able to answer quickly for so
surprising act you did with the agreement.
What's wrong with BIU agreement with WBC organizers? I
don't know. You didn't show it to BIU Presidium members. I
was asking about this early enough to avoid any problems.
You didn't answer my request of showing us the agreement
and you have sent it to Jason.

I must remind one very important fact:
BIU is international organization founded and based in
Prague. It has been registered on July 2nd 1992 with official
address at Opletalova 21, Praha 1, Czech republic.
Indentification number of the organization is 45768501.
Can you please show Presidium the agreement you have sent
to China? Does this agreement contain your private address
and your private account number? According to the rules,
WBC organizer should pay a fee to BIU. What is the fee? Who
decided about the fee for 2013? Im sorry for asking about this.
I tried to avoid this embarassing situation.
I wish we could avoid any legal troubles that may happen if
BIU official documents are not correct. If something goes
wrong, the financial police or any other officials will probably
knock on Presidium members' door.
BIU statute says that BIU Presidium has all the authority that
is not exclusively reserved to the General Assembly and the
Presidium also represents BIU in all litigations, whether on the
defendant side or plaintiff side. That is not public law. It is our
own BIU law written in our own statute. We must respect our
own rules.
I don't want anybody to put me and also you in trouble.
This is a communication between Presidium members (In this
case Im sending a copy to Jason, because he is going to
receive the "agreement" Im talking about). I think we don't
need to see your answer in BIU news. BIU regular members
probably should not see that one member of the Presidium is
not collaborating with another 4 members.
Thank you for understanding my point of view.
I believe Im not the only Presidium member who wants to
work in legally correct way.
Yours
Lukas
HIRO’S COMMENT:
Lukas, you should know that finishing agreement with
China was urgent matter and we had to forward on time.
Instead of it we will loose one round.
We have started 2013 presidium from 2012 without
enough preparation. Sure this makes confuse. In the

meeting in Sonico, I asked about budget thing (increase
sanctioning fee of WBC) in front of everybody there and I
was waited for decision about the fee for 2013. I think this
discussion was promised with Giuliano. But the budget
thing was never discussed. What I can do is no change
the fee in the agreement. That is all. I do not change any
part of it. Sorry but I do not remember about your request
asked me to send the agreement of WBC.
Could you tell me the rules of treasurer?
This is not BIU news, I wrote it before. This is my mail to
communicate with some people who need the WBC
calendar information for the next year. I just put my
comment. But not for answer. How come you wrote I am
not collaborating with the other 4 members? Why I cannot
write my comments or opinions in my letter? If you do not
need this information, I just stop sending you. Is it okay?
Sincerely yours,
Hiro

